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IT’S OFFICIAL! 

ICAN APPROVED AS AN IODE PROJECT 

At the 22nd Session of the International Oceano-

graphic Data and Exchange (IODE) committee 

of the UNESCO Intergovernmental Oceano-

graphic Commission (IOC) that concluded in 

Ensenada, Mexico on 15 March 2013, ICAN 

was accepted as an official project of the IODE.  

A modest budget through until 2015 was also 

approved.  

In the recommendation leading to the approval, 

the IODE noted “with appreciation that ICAN 

has already influenced, guided and informed 

users on development and use of coastal and 

marine web atlases, through periodic workshops 

and international conferences held in 2006, 

CONTENTS 

Top, Some IODE delegates; and bottom, site of the  

22nd Session of the IODE in Ensenada, Mexico. 

ICAN 6 
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2007, 2008, 2009, and 

2011.” and acknowledged 

“the importance of atlases as 

interdisciplinary products 

that assist decision mak-

ers .”  The recommendation 

also encouraged Member 

States to support the devel-

opment of IODE/ICAN. 

Dawn Wright, who repre-

sented  ICAN at the meet-

ing, stated in her message to 

ICAN members after the 

project was approved “our 

acceptance into IODE gives 

ICAN some long-term sus-

tainability in terms of both 

international notoriety and 

funding, also with acknowledgement of the 

important role that coastal web atlases play 

within the overall universe of oceanographic 

data management, decision-support and asso-

ciated capacity building. Now that we are un-

der the umbrella of IODE, we are also linked 

to other important efforts” such as  GOOS 

(Global Ocean Observing System), ICAM 

(Integrated Coastal Area Management), GEO/

GEOSS (Group on Earth Observations/Group 

on Earth Observations System of Systems).  

The strategic goal of the IODE / ICAN Pro-

ject is to encourage and help facilitate the de-

velopment of digital atlases of the global 

coast, based on the principle of distributed, 

high-quality data and information, at local, 

regional, national or international scale. This 

will be achieved by sharing knowledge and 

experience among atlas developers in order to 

find common solutions for coastal and marine 

web atlas development while ensuring maxi-

mum relevance and added value for users. 

Many of these atlases will play an important 

role in informing national and regional deci-

sion- and policy-making across several themes, includ-

ing: marine spatial planning, climate change impacts, 

coastal vulnerability, coastal governance (boundaries, 

protected areas, etc.), coastal conservation and pro-

tected areas management, coastal hazards monitoring 

and planning, coastal disaster management and mitiga-

tion, population pressures and resource availability and 

extraction. The participants in the Project will include 

all experts previously involved in ICAN as well as other 

relevant experts designated by IOC Member States. An 

interim Steering Committee has been estab-

lished. The members of the Steering Com-

mittee are listed in the table above. 

Name Affiliation 

Ned  Dwyer CMRC, Ireland (chair) 

    

Roger Longhorn EUCC, Belgium 

Angora Aman ODINAfrica, African Region 

John Bemiasa ODINAfrica, African Region 

Marcia Berman VIMS, USA 

Héctor Huerta SPINCAM, South America 

Kathrin Kopke CMRC, Ireland 

Tony LaVoi NOAA, USA 

Adam Leadbetter BODC, UK 

Andrus Meiner EEA, EU 

Liz O Dea State of Washington Dept. of Ecology, USA 

Ramon Roach Coastal Zone Management Unit  Barbados (CMA), 

Caribbean Region 

Lucy Scott ASCLME, African Region 

Dawn Wright ESRI Chief Scientist, USA 

The International Oceanographic Data and Exchange in session in Ensenada, Mexico . 

Members of the Interim Steering Committee for the  

IODE/ ICAN Project 
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ICAN Technicalities  

Update from the ICAN Technical Working Group 

Tanya Haddad (Tanya.haddad@state.or.us), Oregon Coastal Atlas 

Project, USA, Liz O’Dea (liz.odea@ecy.wa.gov) State of Washing-

ton Department of Ecology, USA 

A new iteration of the ICAN Global Atlas will soon be 

available for feedback from the ICAN community.  The 

ICAN Global Atlas is a web application where users 

can search for data from coastal atlases that are con-

nected in the application.  The new version is based on 

the discovery client developed for NETMAR.  Input is 

being sought on how to restructure, improve, and sim-

plify the user interface so that it’s easier for non-experts 

to use.  New features to check out include preliminary 

multilingual search, a “places ontology”, and mapping 

of layers from services available in results.  Watch for 

an email asking for input in the coming weeks. 

  

The working group has connected with the US Marine 

Portal Network, which is made up of 9 US regions de-

veloping marine web portals that are all at various stag-

es of development.  NOAA Coastal Services Center is 

coordinating monthly webinars and there is a valuable 

opportunity to share knowledge and resources.  The 

ICAN Technical Working Group will present the ICAN 

Global Atlas work on a Marine Portal Network webinar 

in the coming months. 

At ICAN 6 (16-17 June 2013) in Victoria, the Tech-

nical Working Group plans to demonstrate how to con-

nect an existing atlas to the Global Atlas using the 

cookbooks available on the ICAN website.  There will 

also be an Interoperable web services workshop led by 

David Hart and Tanya Haddad on Tuesday 18 June 

2013 at CoastGIS 2013. 

ICAN Technical Team Member Roy Lowry receives  

IODE Achievement Award 

Roy has made numerous contributions to IODE over the 

past 3 decades – beginning with the software to accom-

pany General Format 3 (GF3) in the 1980s – an early 

attempt at interoperability! The (GF3) system was devel-

oped by IODE as a generalised formatting system for the 

exchange and archival of data within the international 

oceanographic community. The next stage of Roy's ca-

reer was spent compiling integrated data sets from major 

multidisciplinary oceanographic field programmes for 

UK, European and international projects, including lead-

ing the Joint Global Ocean Flux Study (JGOFS) Data 

Management Task Team. This also included a lot of 

work on controlled vocabularies which has evolved into 

one of his main areas of interest and impact. In particu-

lar, over the last 10 years or so, he has focused on the 

development of semantic infrastructure both in terms of 

technical and content governance. Roy is responsible for 

the semantic framework underpinning the EU SeaDa-

taNet project (which includes IODE) and has also led 

the ontologies work package for the NETwork for MA-

Rine Environmental Data (NETMAR) project and the 

ICAN coastal erosion and water quality ontologies. One 

final area of Roy's influence which should be mentioned 

is his contribution to the emerging subject of data publi-

cation and citation, through his contribution to the work-

shops and case studies of the joint project established 

between SCOR, MBLWHOI and IODE to investigate 

this topic. One last comment: Roy is a person who likes 

to get things done – and done properly! And he is al-

ways happy to discuss areas of interest whether in a 

workshop or over some beers! ICAN would add its ap-

preciation to the that of the IODE for Roy's tremendous 

achievements. 

Liz O’Dea said “Roy has been a valuable contributor to 

the ICAN Technical Working Group since ICAN’s in-

ception, sharing his knowledge and providing great in-

sight.” 
(Extensive excerpts were used from the presentation 

speech published on the IODE website 

www.iode.org which also has a video of the award 

presentation.)  

Sissy Iona, Co-chair IODE presents the IODE Achievement 

Award to Roy Lowry on 27 February 2013. A video of the 

presentation was shown at the award ceremony on 14 March 

2013 at the 22nd Session of the IODE held in Ensenada, Mexico.  

 

mailto:Tanya.haddad@state.or.us
mailto:liz.odea@ecy.wa.gov
http://www.iode.org
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Southeast Pacific region (Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, 

Panama and Peru) will join ICAN through SPIN-

CAM Project 

 Introduction to SPINCAM 

The Southeast Pacific data and Information Network in 

support to Integrated Coastal Area Management, SPIN-

CAM Project (www.spincamnet.net) , aims to establish 

a coastal management indicator framework in each 

country of the Southeast Pacific region (Chile, Colom-

bia, Ecuador, Panama and Peru), focused on environ-

mental and socio-economic conditions within the con-

text of sustainable development and integrated coastal 

area management.  

The project is being executed through the Intergovern-

mental Oceanographic Commission (IOC/UNESCO) 

(http://ioc-unesco.org) with the financial support of the 

Government of Flanders (Belgium) (www.flanders.be).  

Specifically, SPINCAM aims to create an information 

system at national and regional level that support the 

development of indicators, their spatial representation, 

and the dissemination of ICAM (Integrated Coastal 

Zone Management) resources and experiences with the 

following objectives: 

1. To support the implementation and effectiveness of 

ICAM through the improvement of data and infor-

mation management capacity, knowledge, communica-

tion and networking at regional and national level; 

2. To improve the delivery of data and information on 

the status of coastal resources and their management for 

the use by all coastal stakeholders (decision makers/

civil society); 

The expected outcome of the project is to build tech-

nical and managerial capacity for the development of 

indicator-based reports (state of the coast report for de-

cision makers/civil society), including their spatial rep-

resentations within the framework of existing national 

and regional ICAM programmes. 

ICAM in Latin America 

Integrated Coastal Area Management (ICAM) is a pro-

cess that unites government and the community, science 

and management, sectoral and public interests in prepar-

ing and implementing an integrated plan for the protec-

tion and development of coastal ecosystems and re-

sources. Since the 1990s the concept of ICAM has been 

recommended by UNCED (Rio de Janeiro, 1992) and, 

more recently, WSSD (Johannesburg, 2002), as well as 

several global and regional Conventions (CBD, 1995; 

GPA-LBA, 1995; Regional Seas Convention, revised in 

1995). These instruments have recognized ICAM as 

way to achieve the sustainable management of the 

coastal zones. 

ICAM initiatives have been implemented in Latin 

America and Caribbean countries, most of them at sub-

regional and local level. Some of these projects were 

successful, and there are lessons to be learned from 

them. The es-

tablishment of a 

dedicated 

coastal manage-

ment network at 

the regional 

level is needed 

to support the 

sharing of in-

formation, ex-

perience and 

expertise not 

only amongst 

the countries, 

but even within 

the countries, 
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among different agencies, 

institutions, and stakeholders who share a common in-

terest for the management of coastal zones.  

At the regional level, the Permanent Commission for the 

South Pacific (CPPS, in Spanish) (www.cpps-int.org), 

which includes Chile, Peru, Ecuador and Colombia, is 

the organization responsible for the coordination of ma-

rine policies of its Member States. Through the Action 

Plan for the Protection of the Marine Environment and 

Coastal Areas of the Southeast Pacific (Lima Conven-

tion), in which a fifth country, Panamá is also a partner, 

countries have 

agreed to work col-

lectively for the 

wise planning of 

coastal zones. 

In 1989, with the 

formal approval of 

the Plan for Territo-

rial Organization of 

Marine and Coastal 

Zones, on the occa-

sion of the fourth 

Intergovernmental 

Meeting of the 

Southeast Pacific Action Plan, this regional cooperation 

mechanism, supported by UNEP and other international 

organizations, initiated the execution of activities on 

integrated coastal management. The objective of the 

Plan for Territorial Organization of Marine and Coastal 

Zones is to develop regional policies and actions for 

sustainable territorial planning, as well as to promote 

capacity building in the field of marine and coastal zone 

management in the Southeast Pacific countries. From 

the start of the SPINCAM project in 2008, the need to 

frame the project in response to the existing regional 

governance frame-

work was recog-

nized, and as a re-

sult CPPS was re-

quested to act as the 

regional coordinator 

of the project.  

The SPINCAM pro-

ject contains a sub-

stantial data and in-

formation manage-

ment component 

that underpins the 

development of in-

dicator-based re-

ports at national and 

regional level. 

The principal mech-

anism for managing 

and exchanging 

oceano-

graphic 

data and 

infor-

Photos courtesy: Fernando Félix 

http://www.cpps-int.org
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mation within the region is the Ocean Data and Infor-

mation Network for the Caribbean and South America 

region (ODINCARSA) (www.odincarsa.org), which is a 

project of the International Oceanographic Data and In-

formation Exchange (IODE) (www.iode.org) pro-

gramme of the IOC/UNESCO.  

ODINCARSA was set up to strengthen ocean data and 

marine information management capacity in the Carib-

bean and Latin America region in order to contribute to 

Ocean Sciences, operational oceanography development 

and integrated coastal management activities at the re-

gional level.  

Launched in 2001, the IODE programme established a 

regional network of more than 60 National Institutions 

within 19 IOC Member States, with 237 experts from 

different sectors related to ocean and marine activities. 

ODINCARSA is an excellent platform for ICAM pro-

jects in the region and connections have been built and 

consolidated with Governmental organizations, espe-

cially in Pacific South America to support ICAM initia-

tives in this region.  

A core element of the IODE data system is the National 

Oceanographic Data Centre (NODC). This national fa-

cility is responsible, at the national level, for the quality 

control and archiving of oceanographic data as well as 

for the dissemination of these data (and products) to us-

ers; at the international level, the NODCs exchange data 

with other NODCs in the IODE network and they pro-

vide the national data to the ICSU World Data Centres 

for Oceanography for global dissemination. The devel-

opment and support of NODCs in the Caribbean and 

South America region is one of main objectives of 

ODINCARSA. 

In terms of marine information (library) management, 

ODINCARSA has made considerable progress in build-

ing information networks such as the Latin American 

Group on Marine information management and the Re-

gional working Group on Digital repository 

(OceanDocs). ODINCARSA has furthermore actively 

promoted active and effective relationships among ma-

rine institutions in the Project area and is a suitable part-

ner to enhance the SPINCAM Information system 

where the NODCs role will be paramount in providing 

data for the development of coastal indicators and their 

dissemination to various stakeholders.  

 

 

SPINCAM II – Towards a Southeast Pacific Coastal 

Atlas 

SPINCAM II seeks to strengthen the integrated coastal 

management processes initiated in the first phase of the 

project, the development of tools to support decision-

making and to improve capacities on data and infor-

mation management, knowledge, communication and 

networking at national and regional level, attending the 

needs of each country.  

This second phase will emphasize the need to institu-

tionalize the SPINCAM project. Another crucial issue is 

to define clear and effective mechanisms at the national 

level for funding future developments and maintenance 

of SPINCAM outputs, as well as to promote training 

processes.  

The Project will be structured in this second phase 

around four specific objectives:  

To strengthen the framework of national and regional 

ICAM indicators to assist in decision making through 

partnerships and collaborations among institutions. 

To coordinate and integrate further coastal and marine 

data and information systems at national level through 

the IODE National Oceanographic Data Centers. 

To design and implement a strategy for dissemination 

and awareness of the ICAM indicator framework among 

local and regional stakeholders. 

To promote continuous training and formation to 

strengthen the institutional capacities.  

SPINCAM Coastal Web Atlas 

The development of indicators on the state of the coast 

during the first phase of SPINCAM Project has facilitat-

ed the implementation of a geoportal as a work space 

which maintains, exchanges and displays the spatial in-

formation and experiences among countries.  

The SPINCAM Coastal Atlas (http://190.95.249.246/

geoportal/geovisor/index.html) is structured with an in-

teractive legend for the active layers, an overview of the 

region, the main viewer with different functionalities 

and the list of layers available.  

Layers of information currently available for all coun-

tries are coastal and marine protected areas, population 

density in coastal regions and the quality of 

coastal and marine waters.  

Besides the information on coastal indica-

tors, data from other sources, such as the 

http://www.odincarsa.org
http://www.iode.org
http://190.95.249.246/geoportal/geovisor/index.html
http://190.95.249.246/geoportal/geovisor/index.html
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IOC/Flanders/CPPS project, the Southeast Pacific Infor-

mation System on Biodiversity and Protected Areas 

(SIBIMAP/SEPIS) can be easily uploaded.  

In addition, the Atlas allows combining layers of coastal 

indicators and layers with information on cetaceans, sea 

turtles and sharks, and their respective metadata 

The data viewer contains in its initial stage functionali-

ties that will be extended during the second phase of the 

project. Current-

ly, the user is 

allowed to zoom 

in/out, pan, to 

obtain infor-

mation about the 

attributes of in-

formation shown 

and the ability to 

add layers of 

information 

from the user.  

SPINCAM and 

ICAN 

Since 2011, rep-

resentatives of 

International 

Coastal Atlas 

Network (ICAN) have joined the SPINCAM workshops 

emphasizing the value of information in integrated 

coastal zone management and the pillars of Integrated 

Coastal Zone Management: 1) environmental data, indi-

cators, tools 2) dissemination and good practices and 3) 

importance of knowledge for public participation and 

cooperation worldwide. 

 The membership of SPINCAM in ICAN increases the 

area of cooperation and 

collaboration with other 

Coastal Web Atlases in 

Latin America and the 

Caribbean that favour 

the exchange of experi-

ences and good practic-

es, both in terms of tech-

nology development, 

content and exploitation 

of coastal atlases.  

As a first contact with 

the ICAN Community, 

SPINCAM will partici-

pate in the next ICAN 

event, and will lead a 

side event on the ad-

vances in the implemen-

tation of the 

Southeast 

Pacific Data 

and infor-
SPINCAM Workshop participants 
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mation Network in Support to Integrated Coastal Area 

Management (SPINCAM) Project (IOC-UNESCO/

Flanders/CPPS) during the CoastGIS 2013 Conference, 

18-21 June 2013 in Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. 
 

Julian Barbière (IOC-UNESCO), 

Fernando Félix (CPPS),  

Alejandro Iglesias-Campos (ICAN)   

COINAtlantic introduces Version 2 of its 

Search Utility 

The Atlantic Coastal Zone Information Steering Com-

mittee (ACZISC) has released version 2 of the COINAt-

lantic Search Utility (CSU2). The CSU2 is a web-based 

tool that searches the internet for spatial data resources 

that meet the search criteria of the user and enables the 

user to add the resulting spatial resources to an interac-

tive map (see Figure). The CSU2 uses the Google 

search API to find spatial data resources in KML or as 

OGC Web Mapping Services (WMS) and displays the 

first twenty results for the user to choose from to add to 

the map. The user can also add a layer to the map from a 

WMS they know the url for. The CSU2 is customizable 

taking the default map layers from an editable configu-

ration file.  Online mapping is done using the Open 

Source Geospatial Foundation's OpenLayers Web map-

ping software. 

Version 2 replaces COINAtlantic Search Utility Version 

1 released in 2008 that relied solely on searching one 

data base via an API, Canada’s GeoConnections Dis-

covery Portal (GDP). Initially the GDP was intended to 

grow to be a national repository for metadata, but over 

the years, organizations developed their own data bases 

so the GDP focussed mostly on spatial data delivered by 

one department of the Canadian federal government. 

This development severely limiting the scope of search-

es that could be satisfied. CSU2 was designed to bypass 

accessing individual data bases and use the ubiquitous 

internet searches to find spatial data resources. 

The CSU2 works together with the COINAtlantic Geo-

Content Generator (CGG), another web-based tool de-

veloped by the ACZISC. The CGG enables a user to 

describe an organization, a project, a report or publica-

Figure caption: The COINAtlantic Search Utility user interface showing the results of a search on the term “water exchange” in the 

Search Results box on the left, the interactive map in the top centre, zoomed in to Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, the attribute data for 

the Halifax Harbour Water Exchange entry from the COINAtlantic GeoContent Generator in the bottom centre, and the map layers 

displayed in the map on the right. The added map layers (from top to bottom) include the KML polygon for the Halifax Harbour Water 

Exchange (in blue, added using the search function), shaded relief imagery of LIDAR elevations for the shoreline of Hal-

ifax Harbour (a WMS added using the “Add WMS Layer” function) and shaded relief multibeam bathymetry (a WMS 

added through the search function). The rest of the layers on the right are default layers served from three different web 

mapping services. The default layers displayed can be changed by modifying a configuration file. 
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tion of a data set with basic attribute information (see 

Table) and link it to a point, line or polygon that de-

scribes the spatial extent of the entry. The tool then 

builds a KML file of the attribute and geographic infor-

mation and stores it as a file on the ACZISC site and 

informs the Google search utilities of its location using a 

Sitemap submission. The CSU2 automatically refers to 

these files when executing a search. 

The user can describe the geography of the entry in the 

CGG in three ways: 

1. By hand drawing a point, line or polygon; 

2. By using one of the polygons from the CGG li-

brary of polygons for jurisdictions (e.g. municipal 

boundaries) and biophysical areas (e.g. water-

sheds); or 

3. Uploading an existing KML file from their com-

puter. 

Enhancements to the tools are planned. For the  CGG, 

the user friendliness of the interface for the CGG will be 

improved, the library of KML polygons for users to 

choose from will be expanded, and the functionality to 

permit users to edit their own files will be introduced. 

For the CSU2, the legend functionality will be im-

proved, ways for the user to add WMS layers to the in-

teractive map will be expanded, inclusion of Catalog on 

the Web (CWS), Web Feature (WFS) and Web Pro-

cessing (WPS) services will be investigated, and the mi-

gration to an open source GIS infrastructure will take 

place.  

The CGG and the CSU2 are available for use and explo-

ration at www.coinatlantic.ca/cgg and 

www.coinatlantic.ca/csu respectively. The ACZISC 

Secretariat would appreciate any feedback on your expe-

rience using these tools. Please contact us with your 

comments at aczisc@dal.ca 

Andy Sherin 

Director, ACZISC Secretariat 

a.sherin@dal.ca 

 

Attribute Mandatory Description 

Type of entry described Controlled 

list 

Permitted values: an 

organization, a pro-

ject, a publication, or 

a data set. 

Contact name Yes Name of the person 

making the entry 

Contact e-mail Yes E-mail of above 

Title Yes Short title for the en-

try 

Description Yes Verbose description 

of the entry for full 

text indexing by 

Google 

Contact mailing address  Mailing address of 

contact name 

Geographic location  Textual description of 

the geographic loca-

tion for the entry 

Dataset language  Language or lan-

guages for the entry 

URL website address  The URL of a rele-

vant website e.g. for 

the organization, etc. 

URL mapping service  If the entry describes 

an OGC compatible 

service, the GetCapa-

bilities URL 

URL standard metadata  If standardized (e.g. 

ISO) and more de-

tailed metadata exists, 

the URL that provides 

access to it. 

Table caption: Basic metadata collected by the COINatlantic Geo-

Content Generator. 

 DON’T MISS THE ICAN 6 WORKSHOP 

Expanding Participation in Coastal Web Atlas Development and Use 

16-17 June 2013 

University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia 

       See Ned Dwyers invitation on page 16  

6 

http://www.coinatlantic.ca/cgg
http://www.coinatlantic.ca/csu
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Management and technical developments of 

the Venice Lagoon Atlas: a brief update 

As outlined in 2011 at ICAN 5, one of the main goals of the 

Atlas of the Lagoon of Venice (www.atlantedellalaguna.it) is 

the establishment of a “federation” which should include all 

the bodies involved in geospatial data production for the 

Venice Lagoon. From the technical point of view this federa-

tion is supported by the “Collaborative Interoperable Geo-

graphic Nodes” (or CIGNo) i.e. GeoWeb platforms based  on 

a personalised version of the GeoNode platform (http://

geonode.org) developed by the Marine Science Institute of 

the National Research Council (ISMAR) and by the Consor-

tium for Coordination of Research Activities Concerning the 

Venice Lagoon System (CORILA). 

After one and a half years this goal has been reached. In 

April 2012, the City of Venice, the promoter of the Atlas, 

signed a formal agreement with the ISMAR and CORILA for 

joint management of the Atlas. The partners started to devel-

op together the new Atlas CIGNo, the node to be used for the 

Atlas’s maps managing and publishing, connected to the al-

ready implemented ISMAR node and CORILA node. 

A Working Group formed by experts from the three bodies, 

meet monthly to plan the development of the Atlas. 

In January 2013, two major data producers joined the Work-

ing Group: the Veneto Region and the Venice Lagoon Water 

Authority (Magistrato alle Acque), recognising the Atlas as 

the key tool for accessing and sharing geographical infor-

mation on the Lagoon of Venice. 

In February 2013 the conversion of 355 geographical layers 

stored in the Atlas has been completed, to allow their publi-

cation through CIGNo. All the published maps are now ac-

cessible with the new map engine, which is more flexible and 

up to date. 

In 2012 the www.atlantedellalaguna.com portal reached an 

average of 2150 visits per month. 

From the users point of view, the new Atlas management 

enriches the contents available on the geoportal (e.g.: a work 

carried out by ISMAR produced very interesting maps on 

real-time tide height and current speed, which become availa-

ble quickly for the Atlas users). 

The technical improvements allow a better visualisation of 

the maps, where extra layers can be freely added, directly 

from ISMAR and CORILA nodes, or from any other ge-

oservices using the OGC’s WMS protocol. 

More work needs to be done on several issues, such as Com-

piling standard metadata, and creating of new thematic maps. 

Greater interaction with users is planned, for example creat-

ing map layers with users’ contributions via smartphone app 

data.  

The 2011 EU Commission report on “Options for coastal 

information systems” (http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/

ia_studies.htm) suggested the Atlas needed enhancements on: 

 the understanding of environmental is-

sues (climate change, pollution, subsid-

ence, etc.); 

Figure 1: The new map visualizer showing natural habitats, vessel traffic and planned modification of inlet area. 

http://www.atlantedellalaguna.it
http://geonode.org
http://geonode.org
http://www.atlantedellalaguna.com
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/ia_studies.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/iczm/ia_studies.htm
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 economic activities (i.e. fisheries); 

 governance; 

 scenarios; and 

 evaluations of project/plans  and alternatives, 

However the agreement with nearly all the regional and local 

data producers, is favourable for the Atlas of the lagoon as an 

excellent pilot project demonstrating cooperation among re-

search institutes and local/regional governments with the pur-

pose to make environmental information available to all, for 

education, planning and to increase citizens’ environmental 

awareness. 

Alessandro Mulazzani  (alessandro.mulazzani@gmail.com) - Clau-

dia Ferrari (claudia.ferrari@comune.venezia.it), City of Venice- 

Osservatorio della Laguna e del Territorio; 

Stefano Menegon (ste.menegon@gmail.com) - Alessandro Sarretta 

(alessandro.sarretta@ismar.cnr.it),  ISMAR-CNR, 

Matteo Morgantin (morgantin@corila.it) Andrea Rosina 

(rosina@corila.it), CORILA. 

Figure 2: The new map visualizer showing tide heights and currents in near-real time. 

LATE BREAKING NEWS: 

NOAA’s Gulf of Mexico Data Atlas joins ICAN 

ICAN is very pleased to welcome it's 

latest member, the Gulf of Mexico Data 

Atlas (http://gulfatlas.noaa.gov). From 

the atlas summary: "As plans to restore 

the Gulf of Mexico after recent disas-

ters have progressed, federal and state 

agencies have turned to NOAA for data 

and information about all aspects of the 

Gulf of Mexico. One of the most re-

quested resources for that data and in-

formation has been the "Gulf of Mexico 

Coastal and Ocean Zones Strategic As-

sessment Data Atlas" published by NO-

AA's National Ocean Service in 1985 

as a large hardcopy tabletop book. The 

new Gulf of Mexico Data Atlas updates and expands 

that publication in an online, digital format."  

http://gulfatlas.noaa.gov
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Integrated Marine Data Repository for Macaronesia 

-REDMIC-  

The aim of the Integrated Marine Data Repository for 

Macaronesia (REDMIC) is to provide a permanent sys-

tem for systematic storage, custody and service of ma-

rine data of the Canary Islands and, by extension, the 

Macaronesian Region (Azores, Madeira, Cape Verde & 

Canary Islands). The repository is configured as an open 

system of integrated geographic information suitable for 

searching, viewing, downloading, and data analysis. 

REDMIC is presented as database capable of covering 

all areas. Data, whatever their nature, are bounded by 

the activity that generates them and grouped by type of 

activity, with total freedom to define them. Using a 

common data model (ArcMarine) allows to develop ana-

lytical functionalities based in any data hosted, no mat-

ter their origin. This achievement will serve the research 

community, interested citizens, marine user-groups, lo-

cal planning and management authorities and it will sup-

port as well the policy actions derived from the Habitat 

Directive, Water Quality Directive and Marine Strategy 

Directive. The Macaronesian region in the NE-Atlantic, 

aims to be integrated in the Marine Data Infrastructure 

of Europe, and supports the provisions of Directive 

2007/2/EC INSPIRE. Moreover, as pilot-project, it 

could become an attractive operational model that can 

be replicated in other marine regions (Pacific, Caribbe-

an, etc.) 

REDMIC is currently in second phase of development, 

centred on programming several modules  and feeding 

data in parallel. The specific objectives at present are the 

following: 

To develop the software to facilitate data handling 

(adding, editing, transfer, user –friendly interfaces, etc.) 

To incorporate basic administrative data (protected are-

as, institutions, etc.) and feeding marine data for the Ca-

nary Islands and Madeira Archipelago as a continuous 

process.  

To establish coordination protocols between Regions in 

order to share and work simultaneously with REDMIC, 

and train technicians to run the different modules.  

To disseminate the goals, scope, and usefulness of RED-

MIC. 

REDMIC is conceived as a perpetual service provided 

by the Observatorio Ambiental Granadilla (OAG) and 

based at its Data Center in Santa Cruz de Tenerife, 

Spain. It aims to eventually become an official reposito-

ry for public marine data.  

Module development 

The OAG has already made a significant effort acquir-

ing hardware and standard software to support the Ma-

rine Data Repository. However, in order to run the Re-

pository in an integrated manner according to the 

ArcMarine conceptual framework, there is a need for 

considerable programming, namely, the development of 

specific modules that allow user-friendly incorporation 

of data into the system, handling metadata (institutions, 

platforms, sensors, parameter descriptions, etc), quality 

assessment procedures, etc. The following is a summary 

of the modules to be developed: 

 Administrative module (business tables): 

 Chorologic module 

 Biotic surveys module 

 Tracking module 

 Time series & instantaneous data management 

module 

 Taxonomic module 

 Reference management module  

Data types 

REDMIC is presented as a single database capable of 

covering all areas. Data, whatever their nature, is bound 

by the activity that generates them with total freedom to 

define them and are grouped by type of activity. Using a 

common data model allows the development of analyti-

cal functionalities with access to any data whatever ac-

tivity has generated it. Data within the 

REDMIC can be of different natures, con-

sidering the multiple variables and environ-

mental parameters interrelated in the ma-
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rine ecosystem. A 

systemic analysis of 

data and metadata rel-

evant to the repository 

is as follows:  

a) Marine climatology 

b) Physical oceanog-

raphy 

c) Chemical oceanog-

raphy 

d) Biodiversity 

e) Archaeology 

f) Environment 

g) Political and administrative data 

h) Infrastructure 

i) Use of resources 

j) Navigation and incidents 

k) Images & remote sensing 

  

ArcMarine Logical data model 

REDMIC it is based on the ArcMarine  data model, and  

client-server architecture in a distributed system, which 

consists of clients seeking services and a server respond-

ing to requests. To optimize the process of 

adding data to REDMIC, the OAG will 

develop an web interface soft-

ware (several modules) using 

php and javascript. The applica-

tion will works on the 

management system 

database PostgreSql 

and has inte-

gration with 

ArcGIS 

Server 10 for 

the management, analysis and maintenance 

of geo-referenced data. Integration with 

ArcGIS Server will be done through the 

framework developed by ESRI Web Dojo. 

The OAG has already developed some inter-

face prototypes, like the chorologic module, 

which is ready to be used and tuned-up. We 

adopted web technology because it provides 

universal access to applications through pre-

defined user roles, making the REDMIC 

ubiquitous. 

The User Geoportal 

REDMIC has a website (http://

www.redmic.es) which is essential to ful-

filling its objectives of public access to in-

formation and data, as well as the best way 

of making itself well-known. The user geo-

portal is the initial window of access to 

REDMIC, showing all the possibilities of-

fered by this service. Most of them are not 

yet developed, but existing information has 

been included to test accessi-

bility and disseminate RED-

MIC existence and goals. The 

user can choose the "Viewer", 

 

 

Data entry screens for the different modules 

Photographs illustrating types of data 

http://www.redmic.es
http://www.redmic.es
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"Downloads" or 

"Analysis" entry buttons, 

as well as the “Catalog”. 

Simple and intuitive 

searching and selecting 

data is common to these 

modules. Within the win-

dow of "Products" the 

user can download the 

result of tests carried out 

or some finished work of 

general interest. The pro-

vision of basic or devel-

oped information can be 

as wide as the data stored 

in the REDMIC allow. It 

is logical to concentrate 

on that for which there is 

some demand, for exam-

ple:  

 

Sea conditions (wind, waves, 

temperature)  

Species distribution 

Marine protected areas  

Concentration of pollutants 

in coastal areas 

Whale watching areas 

Fishery regulated areas 

Distribution of sea-grass meadows  

Bathing condition maps, etc.  
 

 

Juan Antonio Bermejo Domínguez  

Observatorio Ambiental Granadilla 

(OAG),  

Edf. Puerto Ciudad, oficina 1ºB,Santa 

Cruz de Tenerife, Spain  

e-mail: juanbermejo@oag-fundacion.org 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The REDMIC geoportal  

The REDMIC viewer  
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COME TO COASTGIS 2013 in Victoria BC 

18-21 June 2013 

right after ICAN 6 

ICAN’s own Dawn Wright will be one of the keynote speakers 

www.coastgis2013.ca 

EBM TOOLS NETWORK RELEASES 

FREE GUIDE TO COASTAL CLIMATE 

PLANNING TOOLS 

Arlington, Virginia (March 14, 2013)—The po-

tential impacts of climate change are already in-

fluencing the choices that coastal communities, 

resource managers, and conservation practition-

ers are making for ecosystems and infrastructure. 

To help planners and managers prepare for the 

far-reaching effects of these changes, the EBM 

Tools Network today released a free publica-

tion, Tools for Coastal Climate Adaptation Plan-

ning: A guide for selecting tools to assist with 

ecosystem-based climate planning. 

The guide is designed to assist practitioners responsible 

for understanding and preparing for climate-related ef-

fects. By focusing on software and web-based applica-

tions that leverage geospatial information, Tools for 

Coastal Adaptation Planning will help these profession-

als account for the health and well-being of ecosystems 

and human communities in projects and plans. 

The guide targets practitioners and decision makers in-

volved in conservation, local planning, and the manage-

ment of coastal zones, natural resources, protected areas, 

habitat, and watersheds in the coastal United States in-

cluding the Great Lakes. In addition to detailed infor-

mation about a key collection of visualization, model-

ing, and decision support tools, Tools for Coastal Cli-

mate Adaptation Planning offers instructive case studies 

about how other professionals have successfully applied 

the tools in a several coastal communities in the United 

States. Professionals from inland and international re-

gions will also benefit from the guide’s tool information 

and lessons. 

Funded with the support of the David and Lucile Pack-

ard Foundation and the Keith Campbell Foundation for 

the Environment, Tools for Coastal Climate Adaptation 

Planning can be downloaded for free at 

 www.natureserve.org/climatetoolsguide. 

  
 

http://www.coastgis2013.ca
http://www.natureserve.org/climatetoolsguide


ABOUT THE NETWORK 

ICAN is an informal group of organizations who have been meeting since 

the first ICAN workshop held in Cork, Ireland in 2006 to scope and im-

plement data interoperability approaches to coastal web atlases (CWAs). 

The mission/strategic aim of ICAN is to share experiences and to find 

common solutions to CWA development while ensuring maximum rele-

vance and added value for the end users.  Operational interoperability at 

the global-level is the long term vision. ICAN strives to increase aware-

ness among strategic users like policy makers and resource managers of 

the opportunities that exist for increased coastal and marine data sharing. 

ICAN seeks to forge international collaborations of value, optimizing re-

gional governance in coastal zone management. A major goal is to help 

build a functioning digital atlas of the worldwide coast based on the principle of shared distributed infor-

mation based on interoperable locally-maintained CWAs as the premier source of spatial information 

about coastal zones throughout the world. CWAs provide a basis for rationally-informed discussion, de-

bate and negotiation of sustainable management policies for our societies, nations and people throughout 

the world. CWAs have tremendous potential to be relevant globally and contribute to global spatial data 

infrastructures, marine spatial planning and related projects. ICAN Co-chairs are: Dawn Wright, 

ESRI Chief Scientist (dwright@esri.com) and Ned Dwyer, Coastal and Marine Research Centre, Univer-

sity College Cork, Ireland (n.dwyer@ucc.ie) 

A Message from the ICAN Chair: ICAN reaches a key milestone 

March 2013 is a key milestone in the development of ICAN.  At the Twenty-second Session of 

the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) Committee on International Oceano-

graphic Data and Information Exchange (IODE) in Ensenada, Mexico, ICAN was accepted as an 

official IODE project.  Dawn Wright represented the Network at the meeting and presented the 

history and activities of ICAN to the Commission and outlined the plans for the next two years. 

This acceptance is formal recognition of the valuable role that the Network plays in promoting 

the development and use of coastal atlases around the world. Moreover it will raise our profile 

and help us extend our global reach.  

As part of the preparation for this meeting, an interim Steering Group (SG) has been established 

(see the article on ICAN and IODE on page x for the names of SG members). We hope that this 

SG will be ratified at ICAN-6 and new nominations will be welcome. The SG has met by tele-

conference in February 2013 and agreed an outline work plan for the next 2 years. Minutes from 

the meeting are available at http://ican.science.oregonstate.edu/en/ican_gov. The plan foresees 

further development of current work in areas of implementing atlas interoperability, developing 

and participating in training activities, providing relevant technical information to atlas develop-

ers, developing a guide on interacting with users and furthermore engaging with other relevant 

IOC programmes and  projects.  

ICAN-6 is quickly approaching and will take place at the University of Victoria, Canada from  

16-17 June 2013. The title of the workshop is “Expanding Participation in Coastal Web Atlas 

Development and Use” which reflects the expected adoption of ICAN by IODE but also the on-

going expansion of membership. SPINCAM (Southeast Pacific Data and Information Network In 

Support To Integrated Coastal Area Management) will soon join ICAN thereby ensuring that the 

Eastern Pacific Rim from Alaska to Chile is now very strongly represented. We expect to hear 

some “atlas stories” from both existing and new Eastern Pacific members. We are also planning a 

session on “Volunteered Geographic Information and Coastal Atlases.” As part of that, we look 

forward to hearing more about the European Environment Agency’s Eye on Earth Initiative, 

ESRI’s Living Atlas and hopefully some Canadian experiences in this field. An outline pro-

gramme will be published on the ICAN website soon.   

Looking forward to meeting ICAN members this June! 

Ned Dwyer, ICAN Chair 

http://ican.science.oregonstate.edu/en/ican_gov

